Elevate your team’s productivity
with Adobe Acrobat Pro DC.

Businesses are under constant pressure to improve efficiencies and deliver better customer experiences,
and document processes enabled by Adobe Acrobat DC play a critical role in achieving those goals.
Choosing Acrobat Pro instead of Acrobat Standard gives your team these powerful advantages.

Employee productivity
Reduce the time spent on document preparation tasks, and
give workers the freedom to complete essential PDF tasks
from anywhere.

2x

more
productive

Acrobat Pro DC users save up to
65 hours per year on average, while
Acrobat Standard DC users save
approximately 33 hours annually.*

• Compare documents—Compare two versions of a PDF to
review all the differences.
• Edit scanned documents—Turn scanned paper
documents into instantly editable PDFs with fonts that
match the original.
• Work from anywhere—Create and edit PDFs, and
rearrange pages on mobile devices. Adobe Document Cloud
subscription required.

Compliance
Reduce compliance risk with standardized steps and best-ofbreed toolsets so teams can do it right the first time—or fix it
when it’s broken.
• Consistency—Create PDFs with guided actions that
standardize preparation steps for security, accessibility,
archiving, and more.
• Privacy—Redact to permanently remove visible
information in PDFs, such as confidential or personally
identifiable information (PII).
• Standards—Convert and validate PDFs for compliance with
ISO 32000 standards, such as PDF/A, PDF/X, or PDF/E.
• Accessibility—Enhance, fix, and validate PDFs to meet
accessibility standards for people with disabilities.
• Legal formatting—Add Bates numbering to legal
documents.

Web and document management
Create better experiences online and optimize for
operational efficiencies with industry-leading capabilities.
• Forms—Enhance PDFs by adding interactivity with
JavaScript, such as data calculations and validations, button
actions, and more.
• Search efficiencies—Build indexes for searching across
document collections.
• File size reduction—Automatically optimize PDFs to
improve download speed for customers with slow
internet connections.

Specialty tasks
Support high-value, specialized communications with
purpose-built tools for unique requirements.
• Multimedia communications—Add audio and video files
to PDFs.
• Print production—Prepare PDFs for high-quality printing,
and convert and validate PDFs for compliance with PDF/X.
• Architecture and engineering communications—Create
PDF files from Microsoft Project, Microsoft Visio, or AutoCAD.
Measure the distance, area, and perimeter of objects in PDFs.
And convert and validate PDFs for compliance with PDF/E.

* “The Total Economic Impact of Adobe Acrobat DC,” a commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Adobe, August 2019.
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